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Large 8" x 10" Softback Reading Log / Journal with printed images of wood & antique books and an
inspirational quote on the back [$5.99 / Â£4.99]. (If Look inside isn't loading, click the blue smART
bookx link above to look on our website.) INTERIOR: One hundred attractive and spacious record
pages. As well as the main review space, there's space to log: - title, author, publishing details &
page count, - start & finish dates, - book format, source & genre/subject, - thoughts & inspirations in
an Inspiration Tree, - ratings on plot, character development and ease of reading, as well as an
overall review score, and - memorable quotes. At the back you'll find: - a loan record sheet, - a tick
list of the top 100 voted fiction books, and - a Notes page for jotting down new authors, books to
read, book suppliers and other useful reading resources. At the front, a blank personalized Contents
Table gives space for you to add your own categories alongside some of the more commons ones.
Whether it's short stories, poetry, satire or a few specific authors that float your boat, you'll always
be able to quickly find any of your reviews by allocating each to one or more categories as you go
along. All pages are of thick white paper (55lb) to minimize ink bleed-through. EXTERIOR: Cover:
Tough matte paperback with the quote "Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body." on the
back. Binding: Secure professional trade paperback binding, i.e. itâ€™s built to last; pages won't fall
out after a few months of use. Dimensions: 20.3 x 25.4 cm (8â€• x 10â€•). (Almost the same width as
A4 but a few cm shorter in height â€“ so no more cramming into tiny boxes!) SIMILAR PRODUCTS:
smART bookx publish several Reading Logs. Each has the same interior but there are cover
designs to suit all tastes. To view them all, search 'reading' & 'bookx' on (don't forget the 'x').
Thanks for looking, The smART bookx design team Buy With Confidence Because Our Customers
Love Our Stationery: ***** Affordable, But Still Good Quality! â€¦ Very satisfied with this product ...
an affordable option that is also very thorough. Many other planners just didn't have all of the
sections I needed, or they did and cost too much ... the cover is super cute and kind of soft. (Jun 1,
2016) ***** Very Nice ... Beautiful. My daughter loved them!!! (August 17, 2014) ***** Love the Van
Gogh Notebook ... Loved it, keep it in my purse incase of creative impulses. (November 8, 2013)
***** Love This! â€¦ This planner is super cute, and I absolutely love the cover. Lots of room to
include all kinds of information. (June 13, 2016) ***** Great for taking theory notes or writing music!
â€¦ I'm a music major, and I needed staff paper ... This is a cute product and the staff paper is great.
(Feb 1, 2016) ***** Amazing Recipe Book ... This is the third smART bookx recipe book I've
purchased. I have it with the Carnival cover and purchased the Polka dots cover to copy recipes for
my daughter... Love the index pages ... Easy to find the exact recipe you are looking for since the
index shows all the recipe pages numbered. Highly recommended. (Dec 28, 2015)
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I took a chance on this being that there were no reviews. Right off the bat, I am 100% happy with
my purchase.-it's a notebook size log. Which is what I wanted. I'm not a fan of the smaller reader's
journals I've had in the past.-the cover is beautiful and really does have a matte finish. Feels
lovely.-TABLE OF CONTENTS. Sorry to shout. I've always been frustrated with journals that just
jump into book reviews. I like to have an actual log to look at to be able to give a quick glance at
when I can't remember the actual title of something I want to suggest to a friend. I will often
remember parts of the story or a bit of the title, so seeing the titles spark my memory.-the table of
contents consists of 100 lines to log your titles.-following the table of contents you will have a page
each to record the specifics of the book as well as a review.-after the pages to review they've added
the list of 100 books to read. I like this because I have several of these books on my reading list for
this year.-there's a page for general notes.-and finally log to record books that you loan out.I'm
putting in an order for several more copies so that I can re-log from my previous journals that I just
don't really care for and extras for the future because with my luck they won't be available later
when I need another. :)I hope this review helps you, I spent days going over various options before I
decided to give this one a shot. I'm glad I did.

I agree totally with the previous reviewer! In fact, it was because of the excellent description and
images presented there that I sent for this reader's log. I have been an avid reader for too many
years to count and decided it's time to purchase a journal/log! I'm glad I waited to find this one. The

large format is ideal to keep on my desk and I love the cover design of books, as well as all that is
inside for me to enjoy filling in. You can't go wrong with this reading journal,.

I really loved the layout for this journal and and how the pages looked. I was even more excited
about it when I got the book in my hands. The only problem I have with it is that instead of opening
up to the table of contents page it opened to page 52/53. So it was misprinted. :( A bit of a let down,
but it does not obviously render the journal unusable by any means. I simply cut page 52/53 out and
will live with out it.For the price, it's not worth exchanging, and it may have been a fluke.Again,
otherwise, I love it and I would recommend it to a friend.

I bought 3 of these after reading the excellent reviews. Love how big they are and there is ample
space to write. I also love how you can make your own "table of contents." A great nonelectronic
way to keep up with books read and your thoughts on them.

This "journal " of keeping track of the book's you've read and what you like /disliked about them is
spot on Brilliant! I bought 2. Gave 1 as a gift. My friend also was over the moon when she received it
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